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Surface processes with atmospheric-pressure non-equilibrium plasmas have attracted

great interests due to remarkable effects including functionalization of soft materials

and medical treatments. Especially applications to medical treatments have been

extensively investigated worldwide as a new scientific field referred to as "Plasma

Medicine" [1]. For development of innovative plasma technologies based on scientific

approach, it is of great significance to understand basic characteristics of discharge

as well as fundamental processes involved in plasma interactions with soft materials.

So far our research group has carried out a series of investigations on plasma

interactions with soft materials on the basis of surface analyses using XPS [2,3]. In

this presentation, these studies are extended further to investigate characteristics of

atmospheric-pressure discharges and interaction with soft materials in air and liquid

for development of advanced plasma technologies for soft materials processing and

plasma medicine.

The atmospheric-pressure discharge characteristics have been examined in terms of

frequency dependence on gas-breakdown properties and dynamic behaviours of the

atmospheric-pressure discharges have been investigated using an ICCD camera, in

which O and He spectrum lines have been selectively detected through optical

band-pass filter. Furthermore, the atmospheric-pressure plasma interactions with soft

materials including amino acids have been studied for investigations of the

modification characteristics of the molecular structure.
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